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26.1c Quiz – Assessing Mouse Alternatives to Access to Computer: A Case Study of a User with Cerebral Palsy, Thais Pousada, PhD, et al.

1. What is one of the main characteristics of cerebral palsy (CP)?
   A. complexity  
   B. tenacity  
   C. variability  
   D. immutability

2. Why are individuals with CP usually not given the opportunity to use all the AT devices that could allow them computer access?
   A. because of the complex nature of each AT device  
   B. because of the inherent complexity of the users’ condition  
   C. because of the resistant nature of the users’ condition to technology  
   D. because of the limited access to AT devices in general

3. What is one device that the subject uses to communicate with others?
   A. comprehensive static communication board  
   B. versatile communication tablet  
   C. dynamic syllabic formulation tablet  
   D. dynamic syllabic communication board

4. Why was the subject given such a long period of time to evaluate each device?
   A. to fully learn how to use each device and clearly perceive the advantages and disadvantages of each  
   B. so that the subject could rest in between assessments and clearly perceive the results of each assessment  
   C. so that the subject could fully comprehend the scope and capabilities of each device  
   D. to fully understand the mechanics of each individual device

5. What condition displayed by the subject presented particular challenges which needed to be taken into account?
   A. arrhythmia  
   B. anthrax  
   C. anathria  
   D. apoplexy

6. Using which device resulted in the subject becoming tired and fatigued?
   A. trackball  
   B. touch-screen  
   C. joystick  
   D. mouse

7. Which device rendered the best results in all tasks performed?
   A. mouse  
   B. touch-screen  
   C. joystick  
   D. trackball

8. Which device did the subject feel was ineffective, largely because it lacked precision?
   A. joystick  
   B. mouse  
   C. trackball  
   D. touch-screen
9. With which device was the subject three times as slow to perform a designated task?
   A. trackball
   B. joystick
   C. mouse
   D. touch-screen

10. With which device was the overall speed faster, the number of errors lower, and the percentage of success greatest?
    A. mouse
    B. touch-screen
    C. joystick
    D. trackball

11. What was suggested to assure an effective match between person and technology?
    A. strictly follow the suggestions and guidelines set forth by the practitioner
    B. develop a model to insure a successful selection process
    C. focus on the person and the technological device and pay less attention to the environment in which the technology will be used
    D. focus largely on technological and environmental factors and less on personal factors

12. What factors were considered paramount in influencing the ability and willingness to perform or participate in certain activities. (Choose one)
    A. environmental
    B. technological
    C. experiential
    D. personal